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The exhibiting of the Alte Gallerie at Schloss Eggenberg follows an innovative structuring of the 
displays, which are organised thematically rather than chronologically; the visitor thus finds the 
medieval and the modern world co-habiting each room.
The proposed exhibition rooms in 22 rooms on the first floor of Schloss Eggenberg provide excel-
lent conditions for this: They are not only varied in their dimensions, proportions and spatial 
perspectives, but are also of a general size which accommodates the modern displays in particular 
with their excellent medium formats, but which also optimally integrates the large formats. The 
baroque paintings and sculptures are therefore exhibited in a room whose proportions correspond 
to the epoch, and which displays the paintings’ contents in a way that is appropriate to their sta-
tus. At the same time, the proportions at Schloss Eggenberg are such that the medieval art with 
its different conditions can show off its international qualities to its advantage.

Medieval period

The collection of medieval art from the Alte Gallerie contains objects originating from Styria and 
constitutes – due to its wealth of excellent panels and sculptures – the most significant art col-
lection in Austria, alongside the medieval section of the Austrian Gallery at the Unteren Belvedere 
in Vienna. Furthermore, the displays (which range from the late 13th century to well into the 16th 
century) reflect international trends in the development of medieval art, which clearly shows the 
European dimension of the collection. This is underlined by several world-class works, such as 
the Admont Virgin Mary, the votive tablet from the St. Lambrecht Benedictine seminary and the 
enthroned Virgin Mary with shining wreath.

The objective of medieval thinking was eternity. All life on Earth is temporary; Christian belief 
determines every stage of life. Correspondingly, medieval art is not meant to lend to pleasure; the 
representation of God and the saints has a higher purpose: it should serve as a bridge towards 
eternity. 

The commencement of the medieval period at the Alte Gallerie sees a key piece of indigenous 
work from the late Romanesque period, a piece which also presents us with a curiosity: an origi-
nal door-hanging, painted on both sides with a depiction of St. Nicholas, who appears to welcome 
the visitor with a blessing. He opens the entrance to the sacred world of the medieval period (in 
which Mary, Mother of God also plays a central role) in a literally welcoming and bafflingly modern 
way. Mary is the most prominent saint in the Christian world, worshipped for having given birth 



to God, for preparing the way; she is called the ‘helper’ of Christians and the heavenly queen of 
ultimate beauty. The core of the ‘Mary room’ is the Admonter Virgin Mary and the votive tablet 
from St. Lambrecht. Mary, the ‘heavenly preparer of the way’ links up with the next room, which 
bears witness to glass painting and communicates a ‘heavenly light’ captured by this medium. 
Thus, the church room is not just a place of worship, but is also a depiction of the heavenly 
town of Jerusalem. The adjoining four rooms are devoted to ‘God’s servant’ himself: Jesus Christ. 
Theological teachings imply that Christ has a double nature: a godly one and a human one; the 
latter is shown in the portrayal of His life when a child. The undiluted, gruesome realism of the 
story of the Passion (which deals with the suffering and death of Christ) stands in stark contrast 
to this. It is the spiritual core of medieval piety and finds expression in the innumerable crucifixes 
with the pain-racked Christ. The Passion is also the basis for the appearance of the Apostles and 
the saints who are seen in His wake. A large number of medieval paintings attest to this both 
descriptively and vividly, including the outstanding works of Michael Pacher, the creator of the 
Bruck Martin tablet, as well as two large, detailed altar works from Mariazell – the most signifi-
cant place of pilgrimage in Austria.

Modern Period

While medieval art tends to be religious in nature, worldly materials make an appearance in the 
modern period, on the same level as the sacred world of pictures. Art from the modern period 
exists against a background of politics, and has developed to become a perfect instrument of spir-
itual and secular propaganda. 

It is the mouthpiece of the absolute, secular rulers, but it is equally useful to church preaching 
and religious propaganda. Alongside this, other, now autonomous types develop: the intensive 
research into Man and his environment focuses one’s view of nature and its creations, whilst other 
artists continue with portraits, landscapes and still lifes.

For example, the exhibits presented in the former audience chamber of the Eggenberg princes 
demonstrate the typically modern balance between profane and sacred materials: landscapes, 
still lifes and portraits of biblical scenes, moral reminders, heroes of the faith and of the ancient 
world, in addition to the secular rulers, who appear as the embodiment of Christian virtue and as 
battlers for what is just. After the central audience chamber, visitors enter the realm of the gods. 
Nothing exemplifies Renaissance art like the world of ancient gods and heroes; with this, art 
began to communicate complex thought on an elevated intellectual level. The ancient characters 
are practically made for this challenge. Artists often used mythological themes as an opportunity 
to demonstrate their intellectual and practical ability, using refined nude depictions since erotic 
scenes were particularly popular.

Europe of the late Renaissance and early baroque periods experienced a background of religious 
battle, of conflict between Catholics and Protestants. Increasingly, the Catholic church used art as 
an offensive weapon and as an instrument to spread their beliefs. Bible stories and holy legends 
were depicted in dramatic pictures. Religious conflicts and battles of power caused endless wars 
even decades later. The 17th century – when the 30-year war in particular wreaked havoc – is the 
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century of the soldier. Rather than great slaughters, skirmishes were painted, and uncontrolled 
battle rage and death were portrayed.

In four further rooms, modern landscape painting is displayed; human activity is shown in the 
‘World landscape room’, often interpreted as a reflection of Man’s futility in the Flemish reading 
image of the early modern period, with death eventually triumphing over everything. The well-
known agricultural pictures by Pieter Breughel Junior seem bright and harmless on first inspection; 
in fact they are allegories of the foolish, easily-led nature of Man, as implied by the drastic por-
trayal of fornication, gluttony, alcoholism and anger. Landscape painting likewise treats the 
beholder to the most detailed of observations (this time on nature), and – in contrast to human-
ity’s futile activity in the previous room – depicts the great variety of God’s creation and shows the 
contented swarm of farmers and hunters, shepherds and sea-farers: in short, a world panorama. 
This view of nature allows it to be experienced as an immense stage; the portrayal of its various 
appearances accurately alludes to its transitoriness. There is hardly a message more apt for the 
baroque attitude of mind and attitude towards life than the transitoriness of everything earthly, 
the vanitas. One sole type of still life expresses this thought: skulls and extinguished candles 
exhort the boundaries of earthly power.

Above a display cabinet where idyll can be found instead of moral exhortation, visitors fall under 
the spell of vice: this 17th century genre indeed shows everyday scenes with simple folk, how-
ever it hides a moral message, which emphasises the basic imperfection present in human nature. 
Opposite, in the room of ‘heroes and strong women’, the lofty virtues of the biblical heroes and 
saints can be seen. The sparkle which is revealed by the middle European baroque period in its 
celebration of the triumph of belief in the form of a work of art, is visible in the following room, 
which is a festival of colours in the sense of the theatrum sacrum. Gradually, baroque becomes 
Rococo: the pathos and heaviness of baroque ease into cheerfulness and light; the stage trans-
forms into a playing field; the imposing heroes of the previous room become dallying lovers, whose 
carefree antics are accounted with the highest precision. The last room is devoted to Austrian 
painter Martin Johann Schmidt (known as Kremserschmidt), and is thus devoted to an epilogue to 
the wealth of baroque. This representative sample of his work marks a strong conclusion to the 
Eggenberg exhibition.

Sixteen precious loans from the internationally renowned Thyssen-Bornemisza collection make up 
an additional display in this new place for old art. These loans fit perfectly into the profile of the 
Alte Gallerie at the Landesmuseum Joanneum.
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Schloss Eggenberg

Schloss Eggenberg is located on the western edge of Graz and is the most significant castle 
complex in Styria. Giovanni Pietro de Pomis built the castle for Prince Hans Ulrich von Eggenberg 
(1568-1634). The magnificent complex, modelled on the Spanish Escorial, was an expression 
of the powerful position of the client - Prince Hans Ulrich von Eggenberg was governor of Inner 
Austria from 1625 – and was at the same time a symbolic representation of his humanistic view of 
the world. The building and its interior are formed on the basis of a mathematical and allegorical 
plan, which is designed to make the castle an architectural reflection of the universe, modelled 
on natural-philosophical concepts of cosmic harmony, as taught by thinkers of the age such as 
Johannes Kepler and Giordano Bruno. It was the logically constructed Utopia of an ideal place 
where everything should find its correct place. Time and heavenly mechanics, earthly hierarchy 
and the power of belief, world history and world ethos all find their symbolic expression in the cas-
tle and its interior, as do complicated alchemistic and astrological concepts regarding the secret 
creation of the universe.

The planet room and the planet garden

The central point of this exhibition and the well-preserved first floor is the painted sweep of the 
banqueting hall: planets and the zodiac, stars and elements are united in a fantastic apotheosis 
of the princely house of Eggenberg. The paintings were created between 1678 and 1685 by Hans 
Adam Weissenkircher, and the stucco by Alessandro Serenio. The planet garden, which was opened 
in 2004, has poetic garden rooms under the signum of the seven classical planets – Mercury, 
Mars, Venus, the Sun, the Moon, Jupiter and Saturn – and continues Schloss Eggenberg’s planet 
iconography. 

A ring of 24 sumptuous rooms with opulent, original interiors borders the planet room. The 
sweep of 600 ceiling paintings (1667-1673) framed by luxurious stucco is the most extensive in 
the Styria region. In colourful juxtaposition, it depicts a baroque potpourri of world history in its 
classical and biblical scenes, notable events of the Western world as well as Oriental fables. The 
furniture and interior, including three East Asian cabinets and attractive, painted genre scenes 
are from the Rococo period. Particularities can be found – in addition to these cabinets with their 
Chinese silk painting, Japanese origami pictures and a ‘plate room’ – in the form of five rooms with 
painted wall coverings by the Graz artist Johann Anton Raunacher, who shows society of his time 
undertaking their favourite past-times: hunting and gambling, theatre and transfigured country 
life in bucolic idyll, such as the laying and enjoying of large gardens.

The Schloss Eggenberg park complex

An extensive landscape garden from the first half of the 19th century with a valuable stock of 
trees still surrounds the castle. The remains of the former baroque garden, statues, pavilions and 
gates, as well as the staffages make it even more attractive. The long-term restoration project 
should ensure its preservation and replenishment for centuries to come.
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